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Abstract— The detection of outliers has become increasingly
important for the control and monitoring of large-scale
networked systems such as transportation and smart grids.
Data from these systems, such as location traces or power
consumption, are collected from individual agents, and are
often privacy-sensitive. Furthermore, the networked nature
of these systems results in the data of different individuals
being correlated with each other. In this paper, we use the
concept of differential privacy to design a privacy-preserving
algorithm for outlier detection in correlated data. We deter-
mine analytic formulas to evaluate the performance of the
proposed differentially private algorithm, and we analyze the
trade-off between privacy level and detection accuracy. We
illustrate our methodology using an example based on outlier
detection in household electricity usage data.

I. INTRODUCTION

The identification of distribution changes in a stream of
data plays a key role in numerous practical settings, such
as fault detection, syndromic surveillance, signal detection,
finance, and security systems. To perform this task, a
metric computed from a sequence of observations must be
consistent with the hypothesis that the data are realizations
of a given distribution. For example, smart home Internet of
Things (IoT) devices may wish to detect outliers in activity
within a home; Public Health Services may wish to detect
a disease outbreak by using individuals’ medical records;
congestion-aware routing applications may want to detect
traffic congestion on roads by relying on location data pro-
vided by smartphones and connected vehicles [1]. In these
scenarios, the data often contains highly privacy-sensitive
information. By using off-the-shelf statistical techniques,
smart meter data can be used to deduce if certain individuals
were at home, or even deviated from their routines [2].
Furthermore, it has been shown that even aggregate location
data can lead to the reconstruction of individual trajectories
[3], [4]. The above observations motivate the development
of privacy-preserving mechanisms for outlier detection.

Anonymization techniques such as k-anonymity [5] or
removing explicitly identifying information from personal
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data are known to be inefficient in preserving privacy [6],
[7]. The notion of differential privacy [8]–[10] provides a
much stronger privacy guarantee to individuals’ data, and
lends itself to several applications [11]–[16]. It provides
each individual agent with the guarantee that the output
of the considered query will not be significantly altered
by whether or not they contribute their data, or what
value they contribute. Differential privacy can be achieved
through input perturbation, output perturbation [11], [17]
or the sparse vector technique [18], [19]. In this paper, we
consider input perturbation, which has the advantage that
each individual agent can perturb its data before sending it
to a data aggregator, thereby eliminating the need to trust
the aggregator.

Classical hypothesis testing under differential privacy
constraints has been previously considered in several con-
texts. Differentially private algorithms for categorical data
that followed a multinomial distribution were considered by
[20] and [21]. In addition, differentially private outlier de-
tection using Monte Carlo (MC) approaches were proposed
in [20], [21], as well as using machine learning-based tech-
niques in [22]. Furthermore, differentially private statistical
tests were studied for the data of individual agents under
a Gaussian assumption in [23] and [24], in order to decide
whether or not the mean of a sequence of independent
and identically distributed (i.i.d.) scalar Gaussian random
variables differed from a given value. However, data from
different agents were assumed to be uncorrelated in these
prior works, which may be an unrealistic assumption in
some systems [12], [16], [25].

Example (Privacy-aware outlier detection in correlated
electricity usage data). Suppose that the agents consist of
individual households in a neighborhood, and that the data
signal contributed by each agent is the per-day electricity
consumption collected via a smart meter. The electricity
consumption of households may be correlated (e.g., because
of similar weather or the similar age of homes); indeed,
such correlations can be observed in Fig. 1.

A data aggregator (e.g., the power company) is interested
in monitoring the smart meter data to detect unusual
patterns (outliers) in observed usage, to determine what, if
any, control interventions are needed. However, potentially
private and identifying information can be discerned from



Fig. 1. Correlation coefficients for the daily electricity consumption of
20 individual households (REFIT data [26]).

such data [2]. We would like to design a differentially
private mechanism for detecting outliers in correlated data.
Such a privacy guarantee will encourage more households
to participate and contribute their smart meter data, which
can help unlock the full potential of smart grids [27].

Differentially private outlier detection algorithms consid-
ering the Euclidean distance have been proposed in [28].
However, this metric does not account for the correlation
between variables; in fact, it has been shown that correlated
data is excessively weighted when the Euclidean distance
is used for outlier detection [29], [30]. We propose to
overcome this limitation by using the Mahalanobis distance
[31], which adapts the Euclidean distance to account for
correlations between variables.

In this paper, we design and analyze a differentially
private algorithm to detect outliers in multivariate Gaussian
signals using the squared Mahalanobis distance as a metric.
In contrast to [23], [24], [32] where i.i.d. scalar quantities
are considered, we consider multivariate signals provided
by individual agents who may be correlated. Unlike [19]
where the sparse vector technique is used, we consider
scenarios in which individual agents do not necessarily trust
the data aggregator, and therefore we design an input per-
turbation architecture to guarantee differential privacy for
the agents’ data. Using the squared Mahalanobis distance,
we derive analytical formulas for the trade-offs between the
accuracy of detection and privacy level.

Section II presents the problem statement and provides us
with some background on differential privacy and on outlier
detection using the squared Mahalanobis distance. These
results are applied to design a differentially private outlier
detection algorithm in Section III. Section IV provides us
with analytic formulas for probabilities of detection of the
outlier detection algorithm and for thresholds as functions
of user-defined target probabilities of false-alarm. Finally,
in Section IV, we present an application to outlier detection
in a smart metering scenario.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

A. Notation

We fix a generic probability triple (Ω,A,P), with A
a σ-algebra on the sample space Ω, and P a probability
measure defined on A. We denote the `p-norm of a vector
x = (x1, . . . , xn)

ᵀ ∈ Rn×1 by |x|p = (
∑n
i=1 |xi|

p
)
1/p,

for p ∈ [1,∞]; |·| without subscripts is used for absolute
values. We denote the group of orthogonal n× n matrices
by O (n). Boldface variables denote vectors, and non-
boldface, capital letters denote matrices. Special matrices
such as covariance matrices are denoted by Σ. We index
observations by superscripts enclosed in parentheses, and
index components of vectors in subscripts.

B. Outlier Detection in Distribution Problem

Consider a sequence of m observations Om :={
x(k)

}k=m

k=1
, with x(k) =

[
x

(k)
i

]
∈ Rn×1. The vector x(k)

contains data from multiple agents at time k, where x(k)
i

denotes the data for an individual agent i at time k. We
observe the data Om sequentially. The signal vectors x(k)

are assumed to be realizations of X
i.i.d.∼ N (µ,Σ), i.e.,

the samples across k are i.i.d. However, the data values of
different individuals (i.e., x(k)

i and x(k)
j for i 6= j) may be

correlated.
The first goal is to design a statistical test to check

whether or not an observation x(k) deviates significantly
from the known historical distribution. We use the follow-
ing quantity as a metric for our task of detecting such
outlying observations:

Definition 1. The squared Mahalanobis distance [31] of a
signal y drawn from some distribution D (µ,Σ) with finite
mean and variance is

(dM (y))2 =(y − µ)ᵀΣ−1(y − µ). (1)

The squared Mahalanobis distance can be viewed as a
measure of the distance between a signal and the underlying
data distribution. It scales each individual agent’s contri-
bution with respect to the variability of its data. Notice
that

(
dM
(
x(k)

))2
increases with the distance between

x(k) and the mean µ. In our setup, we consider x(k) to
be drawn from N (µ,Σ), then x(k) − µ is a zero-mean
Gaussian variable, and we deduce the following proposition
by applying [33, Section 2.3].

Proposition 1. Let x(k) be realizations of X i.i.d.∼ N (µ,Σ).
Then, the squared Mahalanobis distance

(
dM
(
x(k)

))2
de-

fined in (1) is a random variable that satisfies
(
dM

(
x(k)

))2

∼ χ2
n, (2)



where χ2
n represents a chi-squared distribution with n

degrees of freedom.

Accordingly, we formally define the term outlier in the
context of this article:

Definition 2. An observation x(k) is labeled as an outlier
if (

dM

(
x(k)

))2

≥ h,

where h is a user-specified threshold. Note that a higher
value of h makes the outlier detection more conservative
(i.e., decreases the false alarm rate).

Consequently, the observations in the data set Om are
mapped to one of the two following hypotheses:
{

H0 :
(
dM
(
x(k)

))2
< h : x(k) is not an outlier,

H1 :
(
dM
(
x(k)

))2 ≥ h : x(k) is an outlier.

We can then compute the following decision rule:

dec
(
x(k)

)
=

{
0, if q

(
x(k)

)
< h : H0 is chosen,

1, if q
(
x(k)

)
≥ h : H1 is chosen,

(3)

where the query q : Om → R≥0 is the squared Mahalanobis
distance of x(k):

q
(
x(k)

)
=
(
dM

(
x(k)

))2

. (4)

Rule (3) decides whether or not an observation x(k),
belonging to the data set Om, is an outlier. The threshold h,
the mean µ, the matrix Σ and the outcome of the statistical
test (3) are assumed to be publicly known information. In
this article, we consider the case where the entries x(k)

i of
the agents contributing to the dataset are privacy-sensitive,
i.e., the agents want to ensure that sharing the outcome
of the outlier-detection decision rule does not reveal any
information about their contribution to x(k). More formally,
we would like to ensure that Om privacy-sensitive data set
with respect to the outlier detection rule. This would require
modifying the outlier-detection decision rule (3) in order to
satisfy this privacy requirement. In the next subsection, we
present a brief introduction to differential privacy, a concept
that formalizes such requirements [9].

C. Differential Privacy

Let H be a space of data sets. Throughout this article,
the space that contains the observation sequence Om is
denoted by H ≡ Rn×m. We define a mechanism M
as a random map from H to some measurable output
space. A differentially private mechanism aims to provide
similarly-distributed outputs for inputs that need to be made
indistinguishable [10].

A symmetric binary relation Adj on H, called adjacency,
is used to describe inputs that are considered “close”.
For example, two inputs can be adjacent if the inputs
are the same for all but one individual agent, where that
one agent’s input differs, but the difference is bounded.
More formally, throughout this article, two sequences of
observations Om :=

{
x(k)

}k=m

k=1
and Õm :=

{
x̃(k)

}k=m

k=1
are termed adjacent if, and only if:
∣∣∣x(k)
i − x̃

(k)
i

∣∣∣ ≤ ρ(k), for some 1 ≤ k ≤ m, 1 ≤ i ≤ n,

and x(`)
j = x̃

(`)
j , for all ` 6= k, j 6= i, (5)

where the set of positive values
{
ρ(k)

}k=m

k=1
∈ Rm>0 is given.

In other words, we consider two sequences of observations
to be adjacent if, and only if, they differ only by the value
of a single element x(k)

i within a single vector x(k), and this
difference is bounded as well. We denote two sequences of
adjacent observations Om and Õm by Adj(Om, Õm).

Next, we formally define differential privacy as estab-
lished by [8], [9]. To do so, we define a new variable
ρ = max

1≤k≤m
ρ(k), i.e., the maximum of the bounds on

differences between adjacent data sets.

Definition 3. Let H be a space provided with a symmet-
ric binary relation denoted Adj, and consider (P,M) a
measurable space, with M a given σ-algebra over P . Let
ε, δ ≥ 0. A randomized mechanism M fromH to P is (ε, δ)-
differentially private (for Adj) if, for all Om, Õm ∈ H such
that Adj

(
Om, Õm

)
, and for all sets S in M:

P (M (Om) ∈ S) ≤ eε P
(
M
(
Õm
)
∈ S

)
+ δ. (6)

In other words, when Om and Õm are adjacent, (6) dictates
that the distributions of the random variables M (Om)

and M
(
Õm
)

are close. Next, we define the notion of
sensitivity, which plays a major role in the design of
differentially private mechanisms.

Definition 4. Let H be a space of data sets with
an adjacency relation Adj, and consider P a vector
space with norm ‖·‖P . The sensitivity of a query
q : H → P is defined as the quantity ∆Pq :=

sup{Om, Õm : Adj(Om, Õm)}
∥∥∥q (Om)− q

(
Õm
)∥∥∥
P
. In

particular, when P ∆
= Rn (with n = +∞ being a

possibility), and given the p-norm for p ∈ [1,∞], ∆Pq
denotes the `p-sensitivity. For brevity, we simply write ∆p

instead of ∆Pq .

The Gaussian mechanism [34] can be achieved by
adding Gaussian noise proportional to the `2-sensitivity
of a mapping to enforce (ε, δ)-differential privacy.



First, the Q-function [11] is given by Q(x) :=
1√
2π

∫∞
x

exp(−u2

2 ) du. Then, for 1 > δ > 0, define κδ,ε :=

1
2ε

(
Q−1(δ) +

√
(Q−1(δ))2 + 2ε

)
.

Theorem 1 (from [11]). Let ε > 0, and 1 > δ > 0.
Consider a system G : Rn1 → Rn2 . Then, the mechanism
M(y) = G(y) + ν, with ν a white Gaussian noise
(i.e., sequence of i.i.d zero-mean Gaussian vectors) ν ∼
N
(
0, κ2

δ,ε (∆2(G))
2
In2

)
, is (ε, δ)-differentially private,

where In2
denotes the n2× n2 identity matrix, and ∆2(G)

denotes the `2 sensitivity of G.

Differential privacy is “resilient to post-processing”, i.e.,
manipulating a result that is differentially private does not
weaken the differential privacy guarantee, as long as the
sensitive data is not re-accessed during the manipulation
[10], [11, Theorem 1]. Next, we design a differentially
private algorithm for detection of outliers in our signal
setting with respect to the decision rule (3).
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x
(k)
2<latexit sha1_base64="w/kr5kTtDGjlZUPhwLiBhN+rHMY=">AAAB8HicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0Wom5Ckoa27ohuXFexD2lgm00k7dDIJMxOxhH6FGxeKuPVz3Pk3TtoKKnrgwuGce7n3Hj9mVCrL+jByK6tr6xv5zcLW9s7uXnH/oC2jRGDSwhGLRNdHkjDKSUtRxUg3FgSFPiMdf3KR+Z07IiSN+LWaxsQL0YjTgGKktHRzP3Bu0/LkdDYolizzrF513Cq0TMuq2Y6dEafmVlxoayVDCSzRHBTf+8MIJyHhCjMkZc+2YuWlSCiKGZkV+okkMcITNCI9TTkKifTS+cEzeKKVIQwioYsrOFe/T6QolHIa+rozRGosf3uZ+JfXS1RQ91LK40QRjheLgoRBFcHsezikgmDFppogLKi+FeIxEggrnVFBh/D1KfyftB3TrpjOlVtqnC/jyIMjcAzKwAY10ACXoAlaAIMQPIAn8GwI49F4MV4XrTljOXMIfsB4+wR7EpA1</latexit>

x(k)
n<latexit sha1_base64="rRBDbYdg2E1U2Ug373x/zMuxaag=">AAAB8HicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0Wom5Ckoa27ohuXFexD2lgm00k7dDIJMxOxhH6FGxeKuPVz3Pk3TtoKKnrgwuGce7n3Hj9mVCrL+jByK6tr6xv5zcLW9s7uXnH/oC2jRGDSwhGLRNdHkjDKSUtRxUg3FgSFPiMdf3KR+Z07IiSN+LWaxsQL0YjTgGKktHRzP+C3aXlyOhsUS5Z5Vq86bhVapmXVbMfOiFNzKy60tZKhBJZoDorv/WGEk5BwhRmSsmdbsfJSJBTFjMwK/USSGOEJGpGephyFRHrp/OAZPNHKEAaR0MUVnKvfJ1IUSjkNfd0ZIjWWv71M/MvrJSqoeynlcaIIx4tFQcKgimD2PRxSQbBiU00QFlTfCvEYCYSVzqigQ/j6FP5P2o5pV0znyi01zpdx5MEROAZlYIMaaIBL0AQtgEEIHsATeDaE8Wi8GK+L1pyxnDkEP2C8fQLXapBx</latexit>

bx(k)
1<latexit sha1_base64="LF4Q9ijlcQOFEPnzMLtuJS/UvG8=">AAAB/HicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vapdugkWomyGpHe2y6MZlBfuAdiyZNG1DMw+SjFqG8VfcuFDErR/izr8xfQgqeuDC4Zx7ufceLxJcaYQ+rMzS8srqWnY9t7G5tb2T391rqjCWlDVoKELZ9ohiggesobkWrB1JRnxPsJY3Pp/6rRsmFQ+DKz2JmOuTYcAHnBJtpF6+0L3lfTYiOrlLe/g6KY2P0l6+iGx04lRwFSLbQbiKHUPKDkaoDLGNZiiCBeq9/Hu3H9LYZ4GmgijVwSjSbkKk5lSwNNeNFYsIHZMh6xgaEJ8pN5kdn8JDo/ThIJSmAg1n6veJhPhKTXzPdPpEj9Rvbyr+5XViPai6CQ+iWLOAzhcNYgF1CKdJwD6XjGoxMYRQyc2tkI6IJFSbvHImhK9P4f+kWbbxsV2+rBRrZ4s4smAfHIASwOAU1MAFqIMGoGACHsATeLburUfrxXqdt2asxUwB/ID19gny15T3</latexit>

bx(k)
3

<latexit sha1_base64="l7QfcF8HRgXhYVQXi83gDPiwfrA=">AAAB/HicdVDLSgMxFM34rPVV7dJNsAh1M2SmHe2y6MZlBfuAdiyZNNOGZh4kGXUY6q+4caGIWz/EnX9j+hBU9MCFwzn3cu89XsyZVAh9GEvLK6tr67mN/ObW9s5uYW+/JaNEENokEY9Ex8OSchbSpmKK004sKA48Ttve+Hzqt2+okCwKr1QaUzfAw5D5jGClpX6h2LtlAzrCKrub9CvXWXl8POkXSshEJ07VqkFkOsiqWY4mtmMhZEPLRDOUwAKNfuG9N4hIEtBQEY6l7FooVm6GhWKE00m+l0gaYzLGQ9rVNMQBlW42O34Cj7QygH4kdIUKztTvExkOpEwDT3cGWI3kb28q/uV1E+XX3IyFcaJoSOaL/IRDFcFpEnDABCWKp5pgIpi+FZIRFpgonVdeh/D1KfyftGzTqpj2ZbVUP1vEkQMH4BCUgQVOQR1cgAZoAgJS8ACewLNxbzwaL8brvHXJWMwUwQ8Yb5/165T5</latexit>

bx(k)
n<latexit sha1_base64="tOswXAJXFv7qW5A/LM4e7H1fXNM=">AAAB/HicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vapdugkWomyFTO9pl0Y3LCvYB7VgyadqGZjJDklHLMP6KGxeKuPVD3Pk3pg9BRQ9cOJxzL/fe40ecKY3Qh5VZWl5ZXcuu5zY2t7Z38rt7TRXGktAGCXko2z5WlDNBG5ppTtuRpDjwOW354/Op37qhUrFQXOlJRL0ADwUbMIK1kXr5QveW9ekI6+Qu7YnrpDQ+Snv5IrLRiVtxqhDZLnKqjmtI2XUQKkPHRjMUwQL1Xv692w9JHFChCcdKdRwUaS/BUjPCaZrrxopGmIzxkHYMFTigyktmx6fw0Ch9OAilKaHhTP0+keBAqUngm84A65H67U3Fv7xOrAdVL2EiijUVZL5oEHOoQzhNAvaZpETziSGYSGZuhWSEJSba5JUzIXx9Cv8nzbLtHNvly0qxdraIIwv2wQEoAQecghq4AHXQAARMwAN4As/WvfVovViv89aMtZgpgB+w3j4BUMiVNA==</latexit>

bx(k)
2<latexit sha1_base64="NLEY1SNxfYlPSqEJsHQOrpgrYjA=">AAAB/HicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62v0S7dBItQN0Nm7GiXRTcuK9gHtGPJpGkbmnmQZNQyjL/ixoUibv0Qd/6N6UNQ0QMXDufcy733+DFnUiH0YeSWlldW1/LrhY3Nre0dc3evKaNEENogEY9E28eSchbShmKK03YsKA58Tlv++Hzqt26okCwKr9Qkpl6AhyEbMIKVlnpmsXvL+nSEVXqX9ZzrtDw+ynpmCVnoxK3YVYgsF9lV29XEcW2EHGhbaIYSWKDeM9+7/YgkAQ0V4VjKjo1i5aVYKEY4zQrdRNIYkzEe0o6mIQ6o9NLZ8Rk81EofDiKhK1Rwpn6fSHEg5STwdWeA1Uj+9qbiX14nUYOql7IwThQNyXzRIOFQRXCaBOwzQYniE00wEUzfCskIC0yUzqugQ/j6FP5Pmo5lH1vOZaVUO1vEkQf74ACUgQ1OQQ1cgDpoAAIm4AE8gWfj3ng0XozXeWvOWMwUwQ8Yb5/0YZT4</latexit>

Eqn. (4) � h
<latexit sha1_base64="J4WBNM+orC/Vs8OmVVAV+ky1SMU=">AAACKHicbZDfShtBFMZnrVWbVk3by94MBsGCLDMxsbmrtAheKhgVskuYnZwkg7Oz68xZMSz7OL3pq/SmlIp465M4ibnw34GBH993zsyZL8m1csjYbbDwZvHt0vLKu9r7D6tr6/WPn05cVlgJXZnpzJ4lwoFWBrqoUMNZbkGkiYbT5Pzn1D+9BOtUZo5xkkOcipFRQyUFeqlf/x4hXGG5f2FCutX6WtFoBBe0jGY39+woiUsWst12i3e2WdhmvMPbHpptzlizGlf9esP7s6Ivgc+hQeZ12K//iwaZLFIwKLVwrsdZjnEpLCqpoapFhYNcyHMxgp5HI1JwcTlbp6KbXhnQYWb9MUhn6uOJUqTOTdLEd6YCx+65NxVf83oFDjtxqUxeIBj58NCw0BQzOk2NDpQFiXriQUir/K5UjoUVEn22NR8Cf/7ll3DSDPlO2DxqNfZ+zONYIV/IBtkinHwje+SAHJIukeQX+UP+k+vgd/A3uAluH1oXgvnMZ/Kkgrt7hj6h3A==</latexit>

Eqn. (7) � bh
<latexit sha1_base64="9Wz3AhbuU/P1v7gcLTdJrdJjtCU=">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</latexit>

Green : Publicly known

Red : Privacy-sensitive

Blue : Privacy noise

µi : Mean for house i

�2
i : Variance for house i

<latexit sha1_base64="E97qXSYkXBSSsbx+I7p9k1h87QQ=">AAADQnicdZI7jxMxEMe9y+sIrxyUNBY5EMUR2Xt5bKhORwENUkAkFykbIq8zSazsele2NxCt9rPR8Ano+AA0FCBES4HzKMiDqf6a+c/P47HDNBLaEPLVca9cvXb9xtHN0q3bd+7eKx/f7+okUxw6PIkS1QuZhkhI6BhhIuilClgcRnAZzl4s65dzUFok8p1ZpDCI2USKseDM2NTw2OkFBj6aPA9WrL6ahIOcVEmjXqP+KanWCfVp3QqvTgnxipcKQBZFcIrxk3Xnc9zOwkjwaIFnMvkgCxwEpYPQlt/wag3LIqRJPboUXrN2VivewmgXqcSc8cUzDVILI+bwfyohhNIVjNBmg1jRavke9YuLKIPDWCwToTfIOBuKLc9rYBKPE4WnSaYBn4iTtVGLScyG4r235e4yJZjksN8xLFdWw9nA+4JuRAVtoj0sfwlGCc9ikIZHTOs+JakZ5EwZu1woSoGFp4zP2AT6VkoWgx7kq10U+LHNjFZDjBNp8Cr7b0fOYq0XcWidMTNTvVtbJg/V+pkZ+4NcyDQzIPn6oHEWYZPg5X/CI6GAG/v4I8G4sm/FMZ8yxbixv65kl0B3r7wvul6VnlW9N7XK+cVmHUfoIXqEniKKmugcvUJt1EHc+eR8c344P93P7nf3l/t7bXWdTc8DtBXun78l3f+U</latexit>

Fault Detection
<latexit sha1_base64="xd00by+aIQlc64wF+XNpAcfXT2U=">AAAB/3icbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMrKnjxMhgET2E3BvQYUMRjBPOAZAmzk95kyOyDmV4xrDn4K148KOLV3/Dm3zib5KCJBQ1FVTfdXV4shUbb/raWlldW19ZzG/nNre2d3cLefkNHieJQ55GMVMtjGqQIoY4CJbRiBSzwJDS94WXmN+9BaRGFdziKwQ1YPxS+4AyN1C0cdhAeML1miUR6BQg808fdQtEu2RPQReLMSJHMUOsWvjq9iCcBhMgl07rt2DG6KVMouIRxvpNoiBkfsj60DQ1ZANpNJ/eP6YlRetSPlKkQ6UT9PZGyQOtR4JnOgOFAz3uZ+J/XTtC/cFMRxglCyKeL/ERSjGgWBu0JZR6WI0MYV8LcSvmAKcbRRJY3ITjzLy+SRrnknJXKt5VitTKLI0eOyDE5JQ45J1VyQ2qkTjh5JM/klbxZT9aL9W59TFuXrNnMAfkD6/MHbJaWUQ==</latexit>

Privacy-preserving Fault Detection
<latexit sha1_base64="YTvI/GORlQvLmyaqZyVfo0HQWPg=">AAACEnicbVC7SgNBFJ31GeMramkzGAQtDLsxoGVAEcsI5gFJCLOTm2TI7OwyczcYlnyDjb9iY6GIrZWdf+PkUWjigYHDOfdy5xw/ksKg6347S8srq2vrqY305tb2zm5mb79iwlhzKPNQhrrmMwNSKCijQAm1SAMLfAlVv3819qsD0EaE6h6HETQD1lWiIzhDK7Uypw2EB0xKWgwYH57ZXQN6IFSX3rBYIr0GBD4eHbUyWTfnTkAXiTcjWTJDqZX5arRDHgegkEtmTN1zI2wmTKPgEkbpRmwgYrzPulC3VLEATDOZRBrRY6u0aSfU9imkE/X3RsICY4aBbycDhj0z743F/7x6jJ3LZiJUFCMoPj3UiSXFkI77oW2hbWA5tIRxLexfKe8xzTjaFtO2BG8+8iKp5HPeeS5/V8gWC7M6UuSQHJET4pELUiS3pETKhJNH8kxeyZvz5Lw4787HdHTJme0ckD9wPn8AY7Gefw==</latexit>

Fig. 2. Overview of our differentially private outlier detection algorithm
applied to the privacy-sensitive setting of smart meters monitoring house-
hold electricity consumption.

III. DIFFERENTIALLY PRIVATE DETECTION OF
OUTLIERS

By using the resilience to post-processing property, we
deduce from the form of the statistical test (3) that basing
the decision rule (3) on a differentially private version of
q
(
x(k)

)
will provide us with a differentially private test.

Theorem 2. A mechanism that publicly releases x̂(k) =

x(k) + ζ(k) with ζ(k) ∼ N
(
0, κ2

δ,ερ
2In

)
is (ε, δ)-

differentially private for the adjacency relation (5).

Proof. For two observation sequences Om and Õm that are
adjacent with respect to (5), we can bound the sensitivity
as follows:

∆2 = sup
1≤k≤m

Om, Õm : Adj(Om, Õm)

‖x− x̃‖2 ,

where x is a vector-valued signal composed of

x(1), . . . ,x(m), and the `2-norm ‖s‖2 =
(∑m

k=1 |sk|
2
2

)1/2

for a vector-valued signal s. Therefore, we get

∆2 = sup
1≤k≤m

Om, Õm : Adj(Om, Õm)

(
m∑

k=1

∣∣∣x(k) − x̃(k)
∣∣∣
2

2

)1/2

= sup
1≤k≤m

Om, Õm : Adj(Om, Õm)

(
m∑

k=1

n∑

i=1

∣∣∣x(k)
i − x̃

(k)
i

∣∣∣
2
)1/2

,

= ρ.

The result follows by applying Theorem 1.

We now consider the statistical test described in Section
II with a differential privacy constraint. We first compute

q̂
(
x(k)

)
=
(
x̂(k) − µ

)ᵀ (
Σ + κ2

δ,ερ
2In
)−1

(
x̂(k) − µ

)
,

(7)

recalling that x̂(k) = x(k) + ζ(k) with ζ(k) ∼
N
(
0, κ2

δ,ερ
2In

)
from Theorem 2. Then, we release pub-

licly

d̂ec
(
x(k)

)
=

{
0, if q̂

(
x(k)

)
< ĥ : H0 is chosen,

1, if q̂
(
x(k)

)
≥ ĥ : H1 is chosen,

(8)

where ĥ is threshold that is set suitably, independent of
the sequence of observations

{
x(k)

}k=m

k=1
. With the new

statistical test in (8), we have the following corollary:

Corollary 1. The statistical test (8) is (ε, δ)-differentially
private.

Proof. This can be deduced by applying Theorem 2 and
the resilience to post-processing property of differential
privacy.



A. Performance Analysis

In this section, we characterize the privacy-utility trade-
off of our privacy-preserving statistical test in (8). For a
given test, we denote the probability of incorrectly ac-
cepting H0 (type II error) by PII , and the probability of
incorrectly rejecting H0 (type I error) by PI . The following
definitions are needed for the next theorem: Denote the
complementary cumulative distribution function (ccdf) of
the chi-squared distribution with k degrees of freedom
by F(·; k) and denote its inverse, defined on [0, 1), by
F−1(·; k).

Theorem 3. By selecting the threshold ĥ as

ĥ = F−1 (PI ;n) , (9)

the statistical test in (8) achieves a type I error probability
of PI for each observation x(k) ∈ Rn×1 indexed by k =
1, . . . ,m.

Proof. By applying [33, Section 2.3], we have that the ran-
dom variable q̂

(
x(k)

)
∼ χ2

n. The probability of type I error
of the statistical test (8) is given by PI = P

(
q̂
(
x(k)

)
≥ ĥ

)

when x̂(k) is a realization of a random variable drawn
independently and identically from N

(
µ,Σ + κ2

δ,ερ
2In

)

in (7). Consequently, we have that

PI = F
(
ĥ;n

)
, (10)

and the result (9) follows directly.

Next, we derive an analytical formula for the probability
of true detection for the statistical test (8). We denote
by Q (·;n; a1, . . . , an; ν1, . . . , νn) the ccdf for a weighted
sum of non-central chi-squared random variables with 1
degree of freedom, scalar weights a1 through an, and
non-centrality parameters ν1 through νn. Explicitly, these
random variables are of the form

∑n
i=1 aiχ

2
1,νi , where

χ2
1,νi is a non-central chi-squared random variable with

1 degree of freedom and non-centrality parameter νi. For
tractability, we assume that an outlier is caused by an
additive signal f (k) i.i.d.∼ N (µf ,Σf ) acting on the corre-
sponding input data. For notational brevity, we will redefine
x(k) ∆

= x
(k)
nominal + f (k), where now x

(k)
nominal ∼ N (µ,Σ),

and f (k) = 0 indicates no additive signal. We note that
when an observation x(k) is an outlier, q̂

(
x(k)

)
is no longer

a χ2
n random variable. In particular, when an observation

x(k) is an outlier, we can construct the symmetric matrix

S(k) = Σ
1
2

x̂(k)

(
Σ + κ2

δ,ερ
2In

)−1

Σ
1
2

x̂(k) , and write down its

eigenvalue decomposition S(k) = P (k)Λ(k)
(
P (k)

)ᵀ
, where

Λ(k) = diag
(
λ

(k)
1 , . . . , λ

(k)
n

)
with {λ(k)

i }i=ni=1 denoting the

eigenvalues of S(k) and P (k) ∈ O (n) an orthogonal matrix.

Such a decomposition is always possible as S(k) is positive
definite. We now provide the following result for the true
positive rate PD = 1 − PII of the statistical test in (8)
under (ε, δ)-differential privacy constraints:

Theorem 4. Assume that an outlier is caused by an ad-
ditive signal f (k) i.i.d.∼ N (µf ,Σf ) on each corresponding
nominal input data x

(k)
nominal. For each data observation

indexed by k = 1, . . . ,m, a differentially private statistical
test in (8) designed to achieve a type I error probability of
PI , also achieves a true positive rate of

P
(k)
D = 1− P (k)

II

= Q
(
ĥ;n;λ

(k)
1 , . . . , λ(k)

n ; γ
(k)
1 , . . . , γ(k)

n

)
, (11)

where γ(k)
i denotes the ith component of the vector γ(k) =(

P (k)
)ᵀ

Σ
− 1

2

x̂(k)µf , and ĥ is given in (9).

Proof. When an observation x(k) is an outlier, we have that
x̂(k) i.i.d.∼ N (µ+ µf ,Σx̂) with Σx̂ = Σ + κ2

δ,ερ
2In + Σf .

For notational convenience, we define Σ̂ = Σ + κ2
δ,ερ

2In.
Then, the privacy-preserving query function q̂

(
x(k)

)
can

be rewritten as follows

q̂
(
x(k)

)
=
(
x̂(k) − µ

)ᵀ
Σ̂−1

(
x̂(k) − µ

)

=
(
x̂(k) − µ

)ᵀ
Σ
− 1

2

x̂(k)Σ
1
2

x̂(k)Σ̂
−1Σ

1
2

x̂(k)Σ
− 1

2

x̂(k)

(
x̂(k) − µ

)

=
(
ξ(k)

)ᵀ
Λ(k)ξ(k),

with ξ(k) =
(
P (k)

)ᵀ
Σ
− 1

2

x̂(k)

(
x̂(k) − µ

)
. Consequently, we

have that ξ(k) i.i.d.∼ N
(
γ(k), In

)
. Furthermore, by using the

fact that Λ(k) = diag
(
λ

(k)
1 , . . . , λ

(k)
n

)
, we get

q̂
(
x(k)

)
=

n∑

i=1

(
ξ

(k)
i

)2

eᵀi Λ(k)1n,

with ξ
(k)
i ∼ N

(
γ

(k)
i , 1

)
denoting the ith component of

ξ(k), eᵀi the ith standard basis (row) vector of Rn, and
1n an n × 1 vector containing all 1. Note that a single(
ξ

(k)
i

)2

is a non-central chi-squared random variable with

1 degree of freedom and non-centrality parameter γ(k)
i , so

q̂
(
x(k)

)
is indeed a sum of non-central chi-squared random

variables, weighted by eᵀi Λ(k)1n. The desired result follows
by recalling that P (k)

D = P
(
q̂
(
x(k)

)
≥ ĥ

)
when x(k) is an

outlier.

Unfortunately, the ccdf Q in (11) cannot be expressed in
a closed form, but various series expansions and approxi-
mations can be found in [35]. Next, we derive an analytical
formula for the probability of detection of the statistical test



in (8) when an outlier is caused by a deterministic additive
signal f (k) at each corresponding nominal input data x(k).
Such a situation represents a change in the mean of the
observation, which is ubiquitous when considering the
monitoring and control of large-scale systems [36]. First,
denote the ccdf for a non-central chi-squared distribution
with k degrees of freedom and non-centrality parameter λ
by T (·; k, λ).

Corollary 2. Assume that an outlier is caused by a deter-
ministic additive signal f (k) on each corresponding nomi-
nal input data x

(k)
nominal. For each data observation indexed

by k = 1, . . . ,m, the differentially private statistical test
in (8) designed to achieve a type I error probability of PI ,
also achieves a true positive rate of

P
(k)
D = 1− P (k)

II

= T
(
ĥ;n;

(
f (k)

)ᵀ (
Σ + κ2

δ,ερ
2In
)−1

f (k)
)
,

(12)

where ĥ is given in (9).

Proof. When an observation x(k) is an outlier, we have that
x̂(k) i.i.d.∼ N

(
µ+ f (k),Σ + κ2

δ,ερ
2In

)
. It can be inferred

from [33, Section 2.3] that q̂
(
x(k)

)
∼ χ2

n,ϕ, where ϕ =
(
f (k)

)ᵀ (
Σ + κ2

δ,ερ
2In

)−1

f (k) and χ2
n,ϕ denotes a non-

central chi-squared distribution with n degrees of freedom
and non-centrality parameter ϕ. The desired result then
follows by using the fact that that P (k)

D = P
(
q̂
(
x(k)

)
≥ ĥ

)

when x(k) is an outlier.

IV. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

We apply our privacy-preserving outlier detection
method to the REFIT data set, which contains aggregate
household electricity usage data sampled at 8-second in-
tervals from 20 houses in the United Kingdom between
2013-14 [26]. For each of the 20 houses, we average the
total energy consumption in watts over a 24-hour period. By
averaging over an entire day, we assume independence be-
tween observations of consumption. For each day indexed
by k, we construct x(k) ∈ R20×1

≥0 , and collect 255 signals

of daily household consumption into ORFT
m :=

{
x(k)

}k=m

k=1
.

We define a nominal energy consumption range per house-
hold as an interval of width 6 standard deviations around
the mean, and fit a Gaussian distribution via maximum
likelihood estimation to the consumption subset within this
nominal range. The consumption histograms and best-fit
Gaussian distribution can be seen in Figure 3. From ORFT

m ,
we then compute µRFT and ΣRFT.

We examine the scenario where a deterministic additive
signal f (k) is added to a subset of ORFT

m , and analyze the
performance of the privacy-preserving statistical test in (8)

using Corollary 2. Such an additive signal could represent
persistent anomalous increases in household energy con-
sumption. For our experiments, the faulty additive signal
(in watts) is f (k) = 150 × 120. Further, we set ρ = 0.1
and δ = 0.01 in our experiments. First, we show that the
classification performance deteriorates as more privacy is
required, i.e., ε→ 0. We fix the acceptable level of type I
error via Theorem 3, vary ε, and plot the corresponding true
positive rate PD = 1− PII in Figure 4. Note that the true
positive rate approaches 1 for larger ε, i.e., less stringent
privacy requirements, and deteriorates for ε → 0. This is
expected, since κε,δ ∝ 1/

√
ε.

Fig. 4. True positive rate PD as a function of ε in the setting of Corollary
2 with REFIT electricity consumption data, for fixed outlier thresholds
ĥ = F−1 (PI ;n) and non-degenerate f (k) 6= 0.

A. Receiver operating characteristic curve

We also characterize the performance of (8) across the
entire range of thresholds ĥ by fixing the desired privacy
level ε, varying PI ∈ [0, 1], and computing the true
positive rate via Corollary 2. For each fixed ε, this provides
us with the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve
for our private outlier detection algorithm with any given
fixed privacy level. We compute and plot several such
ROC curves in Figure 5, each corresponding to a different
privacy level ε. Again, we see that the performance of the
differentially private outlier detection worsens for higher
privacy requirements, as the area under the ROC curve for
ε ≈ 0 is nearly half of the ε� 0 case.

We demonstrated the privacy-accuracy trade-offs of using
(8) on the REFIT data set of electricity consumption,
i.e., enabling the release of information regarding whether
or not certain daily consumption measurements x(k) ∈
ORFT
m were outliers with respect to a historical baseline

distribution N (µRFT,ΣRFT), while guaranteeing privacy
for each individual household. Analogous trade-offs and
performance analyses can be carried out with a stochastic
additive signal f (k) i.i.d.∼ N (µf ,Σf ), using the results in
Theorem 4. The privacy-accuracy trade-off is qualitatively



Fig. 3. Histograms of daily household energy consumption in watts for the 20 households in the REFIT data set, with best-fit Gaussian distributions
overlaid. Note that houses 1 through 20 are ordered in a left-to-right, top-to-bottom arrangement.

Fig. 5. ROC curves for different privacy levels (i.e., different ε) corre-
sponding to the setting of Corollary 2 with REFIT electricity consumption
data. Note that these ROC curves correspond to the non-degenerate case
of f (k) 6= 0.

similar to that of Fig. 4 and 5, i.e., the deterministic additive
signal case. Thus, we do not include these results in the
paper.

V. CONCLUSION

We consider the problem of designing a squared Ma-
halanobis distance-based algorithm for outlier detection in
correlated data under a differentially private constraint in
this paper. We design an input perturbation architecture to
preserve the privacy of individual data-contributing agents
when detecting outliers, and we derive analytical formulas
for detection thresholds, detection rates, and error rates of
the differentially private algorithm. We then analyze the
trade-off between detection accuracy and privacy level in a
numerical example using a data set of household electricity

consumption. Future research will consider the application
of the proposed approach to differentially private fault
detection in large-scale control systems with uncertainties.
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